Role of Inspiratory Pacemaker Neurons in Mediating the Hypoxic Response of the Respiratory Network In Vitro
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In severe hypoxia the breathing frequency is modulated in a biphasic manner: an initial increase (augmentation) is followed by a depression and cessation of breathing (apnea). Using a mouse slice preparation that contains the functional respiratory network, we aimed at identifying the neurons responsible for this frequency modulation. Whole-cell patch recordings revealed that expiratory neurons become tonically active during anoxia, indicating that these neurons cannot be responsible for the respiratory frequency modulation. Inspiratory neurons tended to depolarize (by 6.9 mV; n = 9), and the frequency of rhythmic activity was significantly increased during anoxia (from 0.16 to 0.4 Hz; n = 9). After the blockade of network activity with 6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione, most inspiratory neurons became tonically active (72%; n = 25, non-pacemaker). In anoxia, the membrane potential of these non-pacemaker neurons did not change (−0.26 mV; n = 6), and their tonic activity ceased. Only a subpopulation of inspiratory neurons remained rhythmically active in the absence of network activity (pacemaker neurons, 28%, 7 of 25 inspiratory neurons). In anoxia two subgroups of pacemaker neurons were differentiated; one group showed a transient increase in the bursting activity, followed by a decrease and cessation of rhythmic activity. These neurons tended to depolarize (by 10.3 mV) during anoxia. The second group remained rhythmic during the entire anoxic exposure and exhibited no depolarization. The time course of the frequency modulation in all pacemaker neurons resembled that of the intact network. We conclude that pacemaker neurons are primarily responsible for the frequency modulation in anoxia and that in the respiratory network there is a strict separation between rhythm- and pattern-generating mechanisms.
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The mammalian respiratory system responds to severe hypoxia (anoxia) in a biphasic manner (Lawson and Long, 1983; Bureau et al., 1984; St. John and Bianchi, 1985; Richter et al., 1991; Haddad and Jiang, 1993). An initial increase in the breathing frequency (augmentation) is followed by a frequency decline (depression) and a complete cessation of respiratory activity (apnea). The characterization of the activity of respiratory neurons within the medulla revealed an unexpected finding. Despite the pronounced frequency increase, a significant proportion of bulbo-spinal neurons showed no change or even a decline in their spiking activity during hypoxia. Only a few neurons in the ventral respiratory group (VRG) increased their activity (St. John and Wang, 1977; St. John and Bianchi, 1985). Similarly, in chemodeafferented animals, as well as in the brainstem–spinal cord preparation, many inspiratory and expiratory VRG neurons ceased their activity during augmentation (Richter et al., 1991; Ballanyi et al., 1994; England et al., 1995). This was surprising because it is generally believed that the VRG contains the rhythm-generating neural network. These findings suggest that the initial frequency augmentation is not caused by a general excitation of the entire respiratory network. However, the mechanisms underlying the frequency increase remain unresolved.

An important step toward a more rigorous cellular analysis of the hypoxic response was the demonstration that the respiratory network isolated in a medullary slice preparation still responds to anoxia with an initial augmentation of respiratory frequency followed by a depression and apnea (Ramirez et al., 1997, 1998; Telgkamp and Ramirez, 1999). This slice preparation contains the pre-Bötzinger complex (PBC), a VRG region that is essential for respiratory rhythm generation (Smith et al., 1991; Schwarzacher et al., 1995; Koshiya and Guyenet, 1998; Ramirez et al., 1998). Neurons that are activated in phase with XII and VRG population activity are inspiratory neurons. Neurons that are inhibited during VRG activity are expiratory neurons. In the absence of synaptic inhibition, inspiratory neurons discharged tonically or in phase with inspiratory activity (Ramirez and Richter, 1996; Ramirez et al., 1997; Shao and Feldman, 1997). These findings suggest that respiratory rhythm generation originates from rhythmic inspiratory activity, which is derived from a subpopulation of inspiratory neurons with pacemaker properties (Smith et al., 1995). Pacemaker neurons that could contribute to this activity have been identified in the respiratory network (Smith et al., 1991; Johnson et al., 1994; Koshiya and Smith, 1999). It has been proposed that the endogenous rhythmicity in pacemaker neurons is synchronized via glutamatergic [6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione (CNQX)-sensitive] mechanisms and transformed in the presence of synaptic inhibition into the respiratory rhythm, which consists of inspiration and expiration (Johnson et al., 1994; Smith et al., 1995; Rekling and Feldman, 1998; Butera et al., 1999a,b; Koshiya and Smith, 1999).

In this study we examined the hypothesis that the anoxic-induced frequency increase is attributable to a specific activation of pacemaker neurons. To test this hypothesis, we compared the anoxic effect on the activity of respiratory neurons in the presence and absence of network activity. We demonstrate that after isolation from the network all pacemaker neurons exhibited an increase in bursting frequency. In contrast, pharmacologically isolated non-pacemaker neurons became rapidly inactive in anoxia. We conclude that pacemaker neurons are primarily responsible for the generation of the anoxic augmentation in respiratory activity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of slices. Experiments were performed on male and female mice (6–13 d old) that were deeply anesthetized with ether and decapitated at the C3–C4 level. The procedure will be summarized only briefly here (for details, see Ramirez et al., 1996). The brainstem was isolated in an ice-cold artificial CSF (ACSF) bubbled with carbogen (95% oxygen and 5% CO2). The ACSF contained (in mM): 128 NaCl, 3 KCl, 1.5 CaCl2, 1 MgSO4, 24 NaHCO3, 0.5 NaH2PO4, and 30 d-glucose, pH 7.4. The
The brainstem was then glued onto an agar block with its rostral end up and mounted into a vibratome. Thin slices were serially sectioned from rostral to caudal until the rostral boundary of the PBC became visible. This area was recognized by specific landmarks such as the inferior olive, the nucleus ambiguus (NA), the nucleus tractus solitarius (NTS), and the spinal trigeminal nucleus (Sp5). Extracellular population recordings of respiratory activity from the PBC (PBC int: integrated trace) were obtained simultaneously with intracellular recordings from an expiratory neuron (middle panel) or inspiratory neuron (right panel).

Figure 1. Experimental model and cellular recordings of respiratory neurons. Left panel, Schematic representation of a brainstem slice preparation obtained from mice. This slice contains the pre-Bötzinger complex (PBC), the hypoglossal nucleus (XII), the inferior olive (IO), the nucleus ambiguus (NA), the nucleus tractus solitarius (NTS), and the spinal trigeminal nucleus (Sp5). Extracellular population recordings of respiratory activity from the PBC (PBC int: integrated trace) were obtained simultaneously with intracellular recordings from an expiratory neuron (middle panel) or inspiratory neuron (right panel).

A

Anoxic response of an expiratory neuron in the intact network. A, Simultaneous recording of integrated population activity from the PBC (top trace) and an expiratory neuron during anoxia (bottom trace). The top gray bar represents the time of the anoxic exposure. Action potentials have been truncated to better illustrate the anoxic suppression of phasic synaptic inhibition (fast downward deflections). The large inspiratory burst generated during anoxia represents a sigh burst, which is followed by a brief burst of apnea. This activity has been characterized by Lieske et al. (2000). B, The three examples were obtained at the times indicated by 1, 2, and 3 in A. The examples shown in an extended time scale represent control conditions obtained at time 20 sec (1), the anoxic augmentation obtained at time 90 sec (2), and the depression period obtained at time 150 sec (3). The action potentials were not truncated in these recordings. Recordings were obtained from an 8-d-old animal.
population activity (Fig. 1, middle panel) for CNQX (Tocris, Ballwin, MO). CNQX was diluted in ACSF and stored with a personal computer on Axotape (Version 2.0, Axon Instruments). Junctional potentials as described by Neher (1992). All recordings were using patch electrodes manufactured from borosilicate glass tubes containing 140 K-gluconic acid, 1 CaCl\(_2\cdot\)6H\(_2\)O, 10 EGTA, 2 MgCl\(_2\)·6H\(_2\)O, 4 Na\(_2\)ATP, 10 HEPES. The recorded membrane potentials were corrected for junctional potentials as described by Neher (1992). All recordings were stored with a personal computer on Axotape (Version 2.0, Axon Instruments), except for CNQX (Tocris, Ballwin, MO). CNQX was diluted in ACSF and bath-applied at the final concentration of 20 \(\mu\)M.

Graphs containing population data were obtained by measuring in individual slices for each experiment the mean values for inspiratory frequency, action potential (AP) frequency, and/or the amplitude of phasic synaptic inhibition. The mean values were obtained by averaging each parameter during consecutive respiratory cycles over a period of 10 sec. The mean values obtained from different individual slices for any given experiment were averaged and used for the final graph. Statistical values are given as mean value ± SEM. Significance was assessed with the one-way ANOVA test; values were assumed to be significant at \(p < 0.05\).

RESULTS

Anoxic response of expiratory neurons in the intact network

As described previously (Ramirez et al., 1998; Telgkamp and Ramirez, 1999), anoxia caused an initial increase in the frequency of rhythmic population activity (augmentation) (Figs. 2A, top trace, 3A). This frequency increase was accompanied by a gradual cessation of the firing activity of expiratory neurons (Figs. 2A, bottom trace, B, 3B) and a gradual suppression of synaptic inhibition received by expiratory neurons (Figs. 2A, bottom trace, B, 3C). During the depression period there was no tonic activity in three of nine expiratory neurons.

A quantitative analysis of nine expiratory neurons revealed a slight depolarization during anoxia (by 1.5 ± 0.9 mV); however, the average membrane potential measured for nine expiratory cells did not significantly change from -62 ± 1.6 mV under control conditions to -60 ± 1.9 mV (\(p > 0.05\)) during the anoxic augmentation and then to -61.1 ± 1.8 mV (\(p > 0.05\)) during depression. These membrane potential values were determined during the expiratory periods at the time of the maximal augmentation and the maximal depression, as was evident in the maximal and minimal frequency of respiratory rhythmic activity. The anoxia-induced depolarization was not accompanied by an increase in spiking frequency. Instead, expiratory neurons showed a significant decrease in the rate of AP generation from 10.44 ± 1.53 Hz under control conditions to 7.22 ± 0.7 Hz (\(p > 0.05\)) during the anoxic augmentation, and to 1.46 ± 0.6 Hz (\(p < 0.01\)) during the depression period. The AP frequency was measured during four consecutive expiratory periods in control conditions and during the anoxic augmentation and depression. The amplitude of the phasic inhibition decreased from -6.9 ± 1 mV in control conditions to -5.2 ± 1.5 mV (\(p > 0.05\)) during the maximal augmentation and to -0.5 ± 0.3 (\(p < 0.01\)) during the maximal depression. To better illustrate the time course of these changes, we obtained the mean respiratory frequency (Fig. 3A, right panel), the mean AP frequency (Fig. 3B, right panel), and the mean amplitude of phasic inhibition (Fig. 3C, right panel) for consecutive intervals of 10 sec. Figure 3, left panels, shows the time course obtained from one individual expiratory neuron (the same neuron as illustrated in Fig. 2); the right panels show the time course averaged from six recordings of expiratory neurons.

Anoxic response of inspiratory neurons in the intact network

We also examined the anoxic response of inspiratory neurons. Nine inspiratory neurons were analyzed using the same procedure as described for the expiratory neurons. During the anoxic augmentation, inspiratory neurons tended to depolarize but remained rhythmically active (Fig. 4A,B2). During the depression phase, inspiratory neurons discharged sporadically with weak (amplitude of the oscillation <20% of the control bursts) and rare bursts (Fig. 4B3). Six of nine inspiratory neurons became inactive during this phase. Figure 4C illustrates the time course of the instantaneous inspiratory bursting frequency for the same neuron shown in Figure 4A. The time course averaged from seven neurons is illustrated on Figure 4D; C and D were obtained as described for the expiratory neurons and demonstrate a biphasic frequency modulation in response to anoxia.

The anoxic response was quantified for nine inspiratory neurons. The most hyperpolarized membrane potential values that were generated after each inspiratory burst were measured both in control and under anoxic conditions. The average amplitude of the anoxia-induced depolarization was 6.8 ± 1.7 mV. The membrane
potential mean value tended to depolarize from $-62.5 \pm 1.7 \text{ mV}$ in control to $-55.6 \pm 3 \text{ mV} \ (p > 0.05)$ during the maximal augmentation and to $-57.6 \pm 1.5 \text{ mV} \ (p > 0.05)$ during the maximal depression phase. Both burst duration and intraburst AP frequency were altered during anoxia. The burst duration decreased from 0.82 $\pm$ 0.04 sec under control conditions to 0.74 $\pm$ 0.04 sec $\ (p > 0.05)$ during the maximal augmentation and to 0.23 $\pm$ 0.04 sec $\ (p < 0.01)$ during the maximal depression. The intraburst frequency of AP decreased from 38.1 $\pm$ 2.4 Hz under control conditions to 33.09 $\pm$ 2.5 Hz $\ (p > 0.05)$ during the maximal augmentation and to 11.96 $\pm$ 2.2 Hz $\ (p < 0.01)$ during the maximal depression.

**Blockade of respiratory network activity reveals pacemaker and non-pacemaker inspiratory neurons**

To assess more directly the anoxic effect on individual respiratory neurons, we blocked glutamatergic synaptic activity with CNQX, which eliminated rhythmic population activity. In the absence of respiratory network activity, 18 of 25 inspiratory neurons ceased to discharge rhythmically and became tonically active. These neurons are referred to as non-pacemaker neurons (Fig. 5A). In contrast, seven inspiratory neurons remained rhythmically active in the absence of respiratory network activity. These neurons are referred to as pacemaker neurons according to Koshiya and Smith (1999) (Fig. 5B).

**Anoxic response of non-pacemaker inspiratory neurons**

Six of 18 non-pacemaker neurons were tested for their sensitivity to anoxia. On application of anoxic conditions, none of the inspiratory non-pacemaker neurons showed a significant increase in their discharge frequency. One recording is illustrated in Figure 6A. Ninety seconds after the onset of anoxia, which is equivalent to the augmentation phase in the intact network, the neuron continued to generate some action potentials. However, the example in Figure 6B shows at an extended time scale a significant decrease in the AP frequency compared with control (Fig. 6B1). The AP activity ceased completely during prolonged anoxia (Fig. 6B2). The instantaneous AP frequency of this neuron was plotted against time (Fig. 6C). The mean plot obtained for six neurons recorded in six different slices is illustrated in Figure 6D. The biphasic character of the anoxic response, as was evident in the intact network (Figs. 3A, 4D), was abolished in the pharmacologically isolated non-pacemaker neurons. Instead these neurons exhibited only a rapid depression in their AP frequency.

Anoxia did not alter the membrane potential of non-pacemaker neurons. The membrane potential values for six neurons were...
−56.6 ± 1.2 mV under control conditions, −56.3 ± 1.4 mV during the time corresponding to the maximal augmentation in the intact network, and −57.3 ± 1.4 mV during the time corresponding to the maximal depression. During the initial time of the anoxic exposure (90 sec), there was no significant change in the AP frequency (from 3.6 ± 0.7 Hz under control conditions to 3.3 ± 0.7 Hz in anoxia; \( p > 0.05 \)); however, the AP frequency decreased significantly to 1.3 ± 0.6 Hz during prolonged anoxia (110 sec; \( p < 0.01 \)). These values were obtained during intervals of 15 sec at 90 and 110 sec, respectively.

**Anoxic response of pacemaker inspiratory neurons**

Seven pacemaker neurons that were rhythmically active in phase with inspiration under control conditions and remained rhythmically active after perfusion of CNQX were exposed to anoxic conditions. As in the intact network they responded in a biphasic
Figure 7. Anoxic response of isolated pacemaker inspiratory neurons. A. Simultaneous recording of integrated population activity from the PBC (top trace) and an inspiratory pacemaker neuron (bottom trace) during anoxia in the presence of CNQX (20 μM) obtained from a P6 animal. The top gray bar represents the time of the anoxic exposure. The right part of the recording illustrates the bursting activity 10 min after a return to normoxic conditions. B. Samples from A presented in an extended time scale and representing control conditions at time 20 sec (1), anoxic augmentation at time 90 sec (2), and the depression period at time 150 sec (3). C. Instantaneous inspiratory frequency plotted against time. Time 0 was set at the onset of anoxia. The filled squares represent strong inspiratory bursts; open squares represent weak inspiratory bursts. D. Mean plot of the instantaneous inspiratory frequency versus time obtained from three neurons (filled squares). The mean plot obtained from seven neurons in an intact network has been added in this graph for comparison (open circles). The pacemaker neurons showed an anoxic response, which is qualitatively similar to the network response, despite the fact that the increase in the bursting frequency is more pronounced for pacemaker neurons. Data were obtained from 6- to 11-d-old animals.

manner; however, we found two different types of responses. For three pacemaker neurons, application of anoxic conditions led first to an increase in bursting frequency corresponding in time to the augmentation phase of the intact network (Fig. 7A,B2). During prolonged anoxia, bursting became irregular and not as pronounced compared with the control conditions, and these neurons generated only weak bursts after 3 min in anoxia (Fig. 7B3). Figure 7C shows the instantaneous bursting frequency of the same neuron shown in Figure 7A. The mean histogram obtained for the three pacemaker neurons with this type of response is illustrated in Figure 7D. Both graphs show response properties resembling the biphasic response of the intact network. This is better illustrated by superimposing the response of the pacemaker neurons (Fig. 7D, filled squares) on the response of the intact network (Fig. 7D, open circles). Like the intact network, these neurons became inactive after 3 min in anoxia. Because our recordings were obtained with the conventional whole-cell patch-clamp technique, the anoxia-induced suppression of pacemaker bursts after 3 min in anoxia could be caused by a washout of bursting properties. However, this is unlikely because bursting properties reappeared 10 min after the return to normoxic conditions (Fig. 7A, right panel).

The three pacemaker neurons tended to depolarize from $-59.6 \pm 5.8$ mV under control conditions to $-49.3 \pm 8$ mV during the maximal augmentation ($p > 0.05$). The membrane potential returned to $-60 \pm 4.9$ mV during the maximal depression ($p > 0.05$). The burst duration changed insignificantly from $0.70 \pm 0.23$ sec in control conditions to $0.45 \pm 0.29$ sec during the maximal augmentation ($p > 0.05$) and significantly to $0.04 \pm 0.15$ sec during the maximal depression ($p < 0.01$). The intraburst AP frequency changed significantly from $53.2 \pm 2.8$ Hz in control conditions to $21.36 \pm 13.1$ Hz during the maximal augmentation ($p < 0.05$) and to $6.7 \pm 3.6$ Hz during the maximal depression ($p < 0.01$). Measurements were performed for six consecutive bursts in control conditions, maximal augmentation, and maximal depression.

In contrast to these neurons, four pacemaker neurons remained rhythmically active during the entire time of anoxic exposure (Fig. 8A,B) and exhibited a transient increase in bursting frequency (Fig. 8B2). The two graphs representing the time course of the bursting frequency for one neuron (Fig. 8C) and for a group of four cells (Fig. 8D) show a typical biphasic response to anoxia without a cessation of rhythmic activity. The bursting activity persisted after returning to normoxic conditions, as illustrated on Figure 8A (right panel).

Anoxia induced also no significant change in the membrane potential of these four pacemaker neurons. Membrane potential changes were $-60 \pm 3.9$ mV during control conditions, $-56.5 \pm 2.6$ mV during the maximal augmentation ($p > 0.05$), and $-59 \pm 3.4$ mV during the maximal depression ($p > 0.05$). The burst duration was not significantly altered from $0.49 \pm 0.06$ sec under control conditions to $0.44 \pm 0.04$ sec during the maximal augmentation ($p > 0.05$) and to $0.37 \pm 0.05$ sec during the maximal depression ($p > 0.05$). The intraburst AP frequency remained constant during the augmentation phase (from $28 \pm 2.9$ Hz in control conditions to $26.4 \pm 1.9$ Hz during the maximal augmentation; $p > 0.05$) and during the maximal depression (to $34.7 \pm 2.4$ Hz; $p > 0.05$). Measurements were obtained for six consecutive bursts in control conditions, maximal augmentation, and maximal depression.
DISCUSSION

This study intended to identify the neurons responsible for the generation of the increased respiratory frequency in anoxia. Therefore, we compared the anoxic effects on different types of respiratory neurons: expiratory, inspiratory non-pacemaker, and inspiratory pacemaker. Expiratory neurons were slightly depolarized during anoxia and became tonically active during augmentation. This suggests that expiratory neurons are not responsible for generating the increased respiratory frequency. This is consistent with previous in vitro studies, which have demonstrated that anoxia suppresses synaptic inhibition in expiratory neurons (Ballanyi et al., 1994; Ramirez et al., 1998).

In contrast, rhythmic activity persisted in inspiratory neurons during the augmentation phase. During this time their bursting frequency was increased, which is also consistent with previous in vitro studies (Ramirez et al., 1998). Here we showed that most inspiratory non-pacemaker neurons cannot contribute to this frequency increase. In the absence of synaptic inhibition, the non-pacemaker neurons ceased to discharge rhythmically, they were not depolarized, and the tonic activity present in the absence of network activity did not increase during the augmentation phase.

Only a few neurons remained rhythmically active in the absence of network activity. These neurons are referred to as pacemaker neurons. The increase in bursting frequency exhibited by these pacemaker neurons resembled the frequency increase as observed in the intact network. Therefore we conclude that the anoxia-induced increase in respiratory activity is caused by a direct modulation of pacemaker activity. This will drive the remaining respiratory network at a higher frequency. To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration that anoxic effects on the respiratory frequency are mediated by pacemaker inspiratory neurons.

We found two types of pacemaker neurons: those that generated bursts of activity during the entire exposure to anoxia and those that lost their bursting activity during prolonged anoxia. It is known that the amplitude of some membrane conductances shows an irreversible rundown when the conventional patch-clamp technique is used. This raises the possibility that during prolonged anoxia the loss of bursting properties in one group of pacemaker neurons could be caused by an anoxia-induced washout of pacemaker properties. However, this is unlikely to be the case because pacemaker bursting properties recovered on return to normoxic conditions.

The role of synaptic inhibition in modulating the anoxic response of the respiratory system

As described previously in vivo (Richter et al., 1991; England et al., 1995; Schmidt et al., 1995) and in vitro (Ballanyi et al., 1994; Ramirez et al., 1998), synaptic inhibition is significantly suppressed during anoxia. This suppression was most evident in the pattern of expiratory neuronal activity. Because of the decline in synaptic inhibition, expiratory neurons became initially tonic and then inactive during anoxia. It is possible that expiratory neurons influence tonically the respiratory network and that a decreased tonic activation of these neurons could lead to the anoxic augmentation; however, there is no experimental evidence for this possibility. Furthermore, if these neurons provide an inhibitory input on the remainder of the respiratory network, other mechanisms have to be
considered to explain the depression of respiratory activity during prolonged anoxia, because these neurons are inactive during this phase.

Although the suppression of expiratory activity may not be responsible for the generation of the increased respiratory frequency, it may be important for reconfiguring the respiratory network. During severe hypoxia, normal respiratory activity is transformed into gasping. This transformation is associated with a cessation of rhythmic expiratory activity (St. John, 1998) and a suppression of synaptic inhibition (Lieske et al., 2000).

**Role of pacemaker activity in regulating the frequency of respiratory activity during anoxia**

We have demonstrated that pacemaker neurons exhibited an increased bursting frequency in anoxia. The frequency changes observed in the pre-Bötzinger complex were qualitatively similar to those observed in the intact respiratory network. In contrast, non-pacemaker neurons exhibited no intrinsic excitation during anoxia. The absence of an anoxia-induced excitation is very interesting, because it indicates that anoxia could not cause an increased transmitter release from these neurons. It is therefore very unlikely that the non-pacemaker neurons could contribute to the increased frequency of the intact network. This leads to the conclusion that the anoxia-induced frequency modulation is entirely dependent on the anoxic modulation of pacemaker neurons. During anoxia, these pacemaker neurons would provide a faster rhythmic drive to the non-pacemaker neurons. Like the expiratory neurons, non-pacemaker neurons therefore may play no role in the frequency modulation but rather may play a role in the transformation of the respiratory motor pattern from normal respiration into gasping. It has been proposed that during normal respiration, concurrent inhibition and excitation in inspiratory neurons is responsible for the augmenting activity that characterizes eupneic inspiratory activity (Ramirez et al., 1997; Lieske et al., 2000). In severe anoxia, the suppression of inhibition in inspiratory neurons results in a decrementing activation, which is typical for gasping (Lieske et al., 2000).

Our findings therefore suggest that there is a strict separation into neurons associated with rhythm generation (pacemaker neurons) and those associated with pattern generation (expiratory and non-pacemaker inspiratory neurons). A further functional separation of the pattern-generating mechanisms seems to occur at the motor output. The anoxic augmentation is characterized by a dramatic increase in the amplitude of XII motor activity, which was not caused by an increased synaptic drive from the pre-Bötzinger complex (Telgkamp and Ramirez, 1999). Instead, the motor output was modulated by a mechanism that was functionally separate from the modulation of the frequency and shape of respiratory activity within the pre-Bötzinger complex. A separation into rhythm- and pattern-generating mechanisms has been proposed previously by Feldman and co-workers (1990). Our conclusions are also remarkably consistent with the model by Smith et al. (1995), who proposed that pacemaker neurons provide rhythmic drive to the remainder of the network, which is primarily responsible for the generation of the respiratory motor pattern.

**Ionic mechanisms leading to the frequency modulation of pacemaker neurons**

To understand the anoxic effect on the respiratory rhythm, it will be essential to investigate the conductances that characterize pacemaker activity in respiratory neurons. However, so far only one study has experimentally investigated the conductances underlying respiratory pacemaker activity (Thoby-Brisson et al., 2000). This study demonstrated that pacemaker inspiratory neurons express the hyperpolarization-activated current (Ih) and that this current plays a crucial role in determining their bursting frequency. It is well established that the Ih current is modulated by anoxia (Erdenli and Crunelli, 1998). Therefore, a modulation of this current may indeed play an important role in the anoxia-induced increase in the respiratory frequency. In fact, the absence of an increase in intraburst frequency during anoxia suggests that anoxia affects primarily the interval between two bursts. This interval is highly affected by the Ih current; however, additional experiments will be necessary to examine whether this is the case.

**Are the pacemaker neurons the chemosensors for oxygen?**

Our data have demonstrated that in response to anoxia the bursting frequency of pacemaker neurons is altered in the absence of respiratory network activity. Although these neurons may well be the chemosensors of the respiratory network, the synaptic isolation does not provide sufficient evidence for this. It is conceivable that under these conditions anoxia still caused the release of neuromodulators, such as serotonin (Richter et al., 1999), adenosine (Schmidt et al., 1995), or substance P (Gray et al., 1999). These neuromodulators could then alter pacemaker activity even in the absence of respiratory network activity. The resulting mechanism may be complicated further, because these neuromodulators are not released simultaneously and therefore may modulate pacemaker activity in a differential and time-dependent manner (Richter et al., 1999). Thus, it is likely that the modulation of pacemaker activity is caused by a combination of direct and indirect anoxic effects. Examination of these possibilities will be an important next step in understanding the cellular mechanisms that lead to the frequency modulation during anoxia.